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COLIN FOX

Scotland’s
socialist party
enjoys year like
no other

by Colin Fox, SSP national
co-spokesperson

2014 WAS a year the Scot-

tish Socialist Party will not forget. It went so fast it is easy to
forget all that happened in
twelve hectic months. Like
everyone on the Yes side, we
began ‘referendum year’ full of
excitement and hope. Although
the polls were against us and
we faced an uphill struggle
against daunting odds, the entire Yes movement remained
upbeat and positive.
We firmly believed we could
win. It wasn’t to be, of course.
But, as we have said many
times in this newspaper since
September, the independence
referendum changed Scotland
and Scottish politics forever. Although a minority of people
voted for independence, the 45
per cent figure was greater than
ever before.
And the fact that 1.6 million
Scots faced down unrelenting
threats and scares has led to
a widespread belief that independence has been deferred
not defeated. We need to
reach out to the 55 per cent
who voted No and persuade
them of our case if we are to
win next time.

Democrat

How do we do that? First by
persuading them they will be
better off. And by explaining
that supporting Scotland’s democratic right to self-determination does not make you a
Scottish nationalist. It makes
you a democrat. For this is a
democratic question and the independence movement is not
just one party.
It can feel like Scotland is
moving from a one party state
(Labour) to a one party state
(SNP) as the nationalists
enjoy poll ratings and membership figures unheard of in
Scottish politics. But like
‘weather bombs’, such phenomenon pass. The SNP cannot secure independence on
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their own; they need the rest
of the movement.
The last 12 months were a
hectic round of public meetings, campaign stalls, door-todoor
canvassing,
media
interviews and conferences.
My stand out memories include the monthly Advisory
Board meetings of Yes Scotland—sitting alongside Dennis
Canavan, Nicola Sturgeon
[Scotland’s new First Minister],
Patrick Harvie, Blair Jenkins
and others—developing campaign strategies and taking reports from the hundreds of Yes
groups around the country.
I remember spending my
birthday in a scheme in Fort
William (Caol) canvassing for
Yes with the beautiful blue waters of Loch Linnhe at one end
of the street and the stunningly
clear peaks of Ben Nevis at
the other.
I miss the intensity of the
campaign with its ‘Super Satur-
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days’ canvassing in Edinburgh’s housing schemes, the
many packed public meetings,
the Scottish Socialist Voice Forums, the Radical Independence
Conferences,
the
independence rallies and
above all the many new, talented, politically active and engaged people I met.
Above all, however, I will remember the astonishing postreferendum surge in interest
the SSP experienced. We have
never had so many applications
to join. It was a vindication of
those SSP members who stuck
with the party through all the
‘travails’ of the past seven
years. Our refusal to walk away
in disgust was rewarded at last.
Here was the evidence we
needed that working class people in Scotland needed a voice
like ours. And we carry our socialist colours today with more
of a spring in our step knowing
we are on the road to building
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the mass socialist party Scotland needs.
So where do we go from
here? Consolidating the many
new SSP members and
branches across Scotland is
certainly high on our ‘tasks’ list.
We have branches in the Highlands and in Dumfries and Galloway again and that is so
satisfying as it helps reiterate
our conviction that socialist
ideas are every bit as relevant
in rural Scotland as they are in
urban centres.
And the 2015 General Election is just around the corner.
The Scottish Socialist Party
suggested the best way to
keep the independence ‘pot
boiling’ as it were was to field
Yes candidates we could all
rally behind.
This approach was most
likely to succeed in our view in
replacing those Labour MPs in
constituencies that voted Yes.
Unfortunately we have been
unable to persuade the SNP of
our case. They insist on standing their own candidates in
every seat. We believe this is
a mistake.

Movement unity

Not only does such a tactic
undermine the unity of our
movement and reduce that
movement in effect to a single
party, it is likely to reap more
meagre rewards from a political
situation ripe with possibilities.
The SNP appears to have
forgotten that two million people
voted No and just as it is not capable of winning independence
on its own, it is not capable of
defeating Labour on its own.
We will therefore be standing SSP candidates across
urban Scotland in selected
seats in May—full details to be
announced in this newspaper
in January—and we intend to
run a robust socialist campaign where we put independence centre stage alongside
our support for a £10/hour living wage and the abolition of
zero hour contracts.

THE SCOTLAND THAT HELPED RETURN
BLAIR’S LANDSLIDE NO LONGER EXISTS

JOHN McALLION

by John McAllion,
ex-Labour MP and MSP,
now with the SSP

AT THE time of writing, the
most recent opinion poll in Scotland gave the SNP a 15 point lead
over Labour in voting intentions
for the 2015 general election. An
average of the latest polls predicted that the SNP would gain
36 seats winning a total of 42 or
around 70 per cent of all Scotland’s Westminster seats. The
same average of polls predicted
Labour would lose 28 of its Westminster seats, leaving it with just
13 of 59 Scottish seats.
With the latest UK poll showing Labour and the Tories level
on 32 per cent each less than six
months out from polling day on 7
May 2015, most pundits are now
predicting a hung parliament. The
Coalition Government’s failure to
tackle a redistribution of seats in
England means that such a dead
heat in the popular vote would
likely leave Labour as the biggest
party in terms of seats but still
well short of a working majority
in the Commons.

Membership figures

If all of these predictions are
fulfilled, then an Alex Salmondled and 42-strong group of nationalist MPs could then either
make or break a would-be
Miliband-led government.
To make matters worse for
Scottish Labour, there is the small
matter of SNP, Scottish Greens
and SSP memberships all rocketing upwards while their own party
membership stagnates. Embarrassed and desperate to attract new
members, Scottish Labour even
offered a vote in their current leadership elections to anyone over the
age of 14 who was prepared to pay
the reduced membership fee of £5
and who joined before 1 Decem-

ROAD TO
INDEPENDENCE:
as memberships
of the pro-indy
parties rocket
upwards, Labour
Party membership
stagnates

ber. Having voted down votes for
16 and 17-year-olds when in government, it is a sign of the growing
panic in Labour ranks that they are
now offering a vote to 14 and 15year-olds in their own internal
elections.
It is against this toxic political
backdrop that the party is now engaged in a bitter struggle over its
future direction. The main
Labour affiliated trade union
leaderships have at last broken
with the party establishment to
recommend support for the only
left-wing candidate Neil Findlay.
He has promised to put “clear
red water” between Labour and
the SNP by moving the party decisively to the left. Despite this
unexpected development, the
frontrunner and still bookies’
favourite remains Jim Murphy an
unashamed right-winger who is
promising to rebuild what he believes will be a winning Blairite
coalition north of the border.
Whichever way the contest finally breaks, Scottish and UK
Labour will still face massive political problems.
A Findlay victory would leave
the Scottish and UK party leader-
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ships at loggerheads. As Scottish
leader in the run-up to a UK general election, Finlay would be unable to square his own
anti-austerity and anti-Trident position with his necessary public
support for a UK Labour leadership that is both pro-austerity and
pro-Trident. He would also find
himself in the position of having
to support Labour’s Westminster
candidates, the vast majority of
whom voted for his rival Murphy.
A Murphy victory would draw
a collective sigh of relief from the
party establishment on both sides
of the border. He enjoys the support of the bulk of Scottish parliamentarians in Westminster and
Holyrood alike. He has recently
been publicly endorsed by Lord
Kinnock who is known to be
close to UK leader Ed Miliband.
Lord McConnell, a leading
light in the party’s Scottish establishment, has also warned against
any attempt to move the Scottish
party to the left, widely seen as
code for support for Murphy.
Shadow Scottish Secretary Margaret Curran has also publicly
backed him. Yet what Murphy
stands for politically is in essence
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what has caused the erosion of
Labour support in Scotland over
the last decade.
Neither of these leadership outcomes is likely to make campaigning for Labour easy in
Scotland in the run-up to next
year’s election.
Either Findlay will lead a party
that remains bitterly divided between right and left and in which
the key policy levers remain
rooted in Westminster beyond the
reach of the Scottish leader, or
Murphy will lead a party that has
moved decisively to the right and
away from the centre-left political
ground currently occupied so
successfully by the SNP.
The latter of these two outcomes remains the more realistic
eventuality. In any case, Scottish
Labour will have to face a resurgent SNP with a membership and
activist base that dwarves anything Labour can put on the
ground.

Diminishing base

Beyond the SNP, the revitalised SSP and Scottish Greens
will further eat into Labour’s diminishing electoral base in Scotland. The referendum campaign
also saw the emergence across
Scotland of a cross party and nonparty national movement for independence well beyond the
reach of any unionist party.
Women for Independence, the
Radical Independence Campaign, Common Weal, the Jimmy
Reid Foundation and many other
grassroots movements will continue to exert enormous political
influence long after the result on
18 September has become history. The Scotland that helped to
deliver the New Labour landslide
in 1997 no longer exists.
It appears that among the last
to understand that reality is the
Labour Party itself.
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EDITORIAL

‘Undemocratic,
and over the
top reaction’

REPORT BURNING

SSP councillor Jim Bollan gives
his view on the furore over the
burning of the Smith report

THE SNP’S decision to suspend four of
their councillors for burning a copy of the
Smith Commission Report is completely
wrong, undemocratic and an over the top
reaction which panders to the right wing in
both the SNP and the Labour Party.
Burning a copy of a report which contains
proposals which are a sell out of the people
in Scotland and emboldens the Unionists
was a legitimate visual act of defiance and
opposition, something which is part of our
democracy and our right to protest.
Civil disobedience and acts of non violent
direct action are legitimate in a democracy
when almost half the population are treated
with contempt after being guaranteed
something very close to home rule but
instead are only being offered crumbs from
the Westminster table.

Control from the centre

The suspension of these councillors
demonstrates that while the SNP has
gained thousands of new members as a
result of the broad based Yes campaign,
they remain a right wing capitalist party,
wedded to the free market and the old way
of doing politics. The faces may have
changed but the policies and absolute
control from the centre remains in place.
Contrast the vitriol directed at these
elected councillors with the silence from the
Labour Party and others in the Better
Together campaign when the extreme right
wing elements of the Unionist Orange
Order burned the Saltire and made Nazi
salutes whilst waving their ‘no surrender’
Union Jacks in George Square after the
referendum vote, or the images on social
media of Labour MSP Ian Gray ripping up a
copy of the SNP’s manifesto. Not a cheep
from Labour or their Tory partners about
these incidents.
New Labour reek of hypocrisy and
double standards so soon after being in
bed with the Tories—something people in
Scotland will not forget easily.
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by Ken Ferguson,
Voice editor

THIS WILL be the last
Voice of this historic year and
inevitably Voice readers will
want to reflect on it.
Top of all of course is the
indyref, which saw the
unionists win only to rapidly
see their victory turn to dust
as a energised people made
it clear that they would not
be silenced or abandon the
broad progressive vision
which underpinned the mass
peoples’ movement behind
the Yes campaign.
Now as 2015 dawns, a year
of potentially massive change
lies ahead. In Scotland the
battle lines are broadly between a progressive optimistic vision and the
“business as usual” politics—
primarily of a gravely discredited Labour Party—but
also the other Better Together
pals Tories and Lib Dems.
While the SNP will be the
main motor for the progressive vote, both the Scottish
Greens and the Scottish Socialist Party will also offer
their distinctive visions which
undoubtedly chime with the
views of many who formed
the Yes-voting 45 per cent.
In contrast, the politics on
display on the brutish
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2014: THE YEAR THAT THE
BRITISH MASK SLIPPED

benches of Westminster are
driven by a hard right politics buttressed by a shrill,
hysterical media which long
since traded their role as a
free press for that of tawdry
propaganda sheets.
The largely media-created
UKIP, which peddles a politics reminiscent of the
1950s, is now setting the
agenda for the Tory Party,
and a heady brew of thinly
veiled racism over immigration and a hardline determination to dismantle the
remainder of the welfare
state is the reality behind
both cheeky-chappie Farage
and posh-boy Cameron.

Abandoned class

Labour long ago abandoned any idea of class politics and swallowed whole the
neoliberal agenda of privatisation, PFI and zero hours
“flexibility”, and sees keeping the rich happy in the hope
of winning some crumbs for
the rest of us—while keeping
their bums on the seats of
power—as their answer.
Let there be no doubt that
the cruelties visited on people
by the Cameron-Clegg gang,
from food banks to foreign
wars over the past five years,
are just the first course for
what is the Tory plan in a
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slightly more humane version, that of Labour.
The script has already been
laid out by Osborne’s statement and at its heart is the destruction of major areas of a
state spending which will
take Britain back to levels not
seen since the 1930s, involve
massive job loses and reduce
the welfare state to a skeleton.
This will run in tandem
with a foreign policy which
plans to base the rump Royal
Navy “East of Suez” as the
poet of empire Kipling put it,
while squandering billions
on Trident.
Seldom has the contrast
between a largely pro-public
spending ethos of social solidarity favoured by Scots voters and the hard-nosed, slash
and burn speculation at the
heart of Westminster politics
been more clear.
In the short term, a determined drive to defeat these
attacks and win gains such as
minimum wage of £10-anhour and defend services and
jobs will be essential.
But as the attacks driven by
Westminster intensify and the
total inadequacy of Smith becomes clear, the question of
independence—deferred but
not defeated on 18 September—will rapidly return centre stage in Scottish politics.

Highlands MSP John
Finnie takes a look at the
latest land reform proposals

THERE I was, tweeting information a newspaper had obtained under Freedom of
Information about the EU’s
Common Agricultural Programme and how much public
money each of their Britannic
Majesties, various Dukes, Harrow and Eton schools had received from it when Land and
Estates (the Lairds’ Trade
Union) took exception.
Apparently, those publicspirited aristocrats are a real
boon to our rural economies,
so who better to get yet another quarter of a million
pounds of public money than
the Duke with his Atholl estate
and that ‘private army’.
Clearly, I’ll never know my
place. Nor understand that
whilst the rural butcher, baker
and candlestick maker, not to
mention the crofter or tenant
farmer, had to pay their taxes
sporting estates were uniquely
exempt. Now, thanks to this
“new left wing Scottish Government”, that’s all going to stop,
and I am delighted. However,
the self-appointed game-keepers’ shop steward, Tory MSP
Murdo Fraser is outraged.
Proof, if any were needed,
you’re on the right side.

Crown Estate

So to the Smith Commission
and our country’s land and resources: “Responsibility for
the management of The
Crown Estate’s economic assets in Scotland, and the revenue generated from these
assets, will be transferred to
the Scottish Parliament,” is a
promising start.
The Crown Estate is a
strange beast with a range of
assets both urban and rural.
I have just checked their
web page and the front page
story is them welcoming Marks
and Spencer to one of their retail parks in England so it’s not

Land reform: ‘If the Lairds are
looking worried – good!’

JOHN FINNIE MSP

REVENUE TRANSFER:
if Tory MSP Murdo
Fraser is outraged, it’s
proof you’re on the
right side

all foreshores, boat-moorings
and grouse moors.
That same website tells us;
“The Crown Estate belongs to
the reigning monarch “in right of
The Crown” and the monarch
remains the legal owner, it is
The Crown Estate which has
the powers of management
and control—i.e. all the powers
of an outright owner. This contrasts with the Queen’s private
estate, which includes Balmoral
and Sandringham,” there you
go then, hopefully that clears up
any misunderstanding.
The Government doesn’t
own The Crown Estate rather
it’s managed by an independent organisation headed by a
Board—known as the Crown
Estate
Commissioners—so
what, if anything, is to change
following as a result of this socalled ‘historic deal’.
The Smith Commission tells
us that Scotland’s seabed,
urban assets, rural estates,
mineral and fishing rights, and
the Scottish foreshore for which
The Crown Estate is responsible, will be transferred to the
Scottish Government and “following this transfer, responsibility for the management of those
assets will be further devolved
to local authority areas such as

Orkney, Shetland, Na h-Eilean
Siar or other areas who would
seek such responsibilities.”
The three island authorities in
my Highlands and Islands constituency will be delighted about
that and rightly so. Other communities will be looking for similar access to resources. There
can be no more fundamental
resource than the land and sea
and whose appropriation and
abuse, including the subjugation of its inhabitants, must end.
I have a well-informed, regular correspondent who gets in
touch with me regarding fishing
issues. His directness is helpful
in focussing on what matters.
He recently wrote to me, saying: “I’m not wanting some ****
landowner having all the
salmon replaced by seven
crofters having all the salmon.”
It’s a point well-made. Land
reform which has taken place
thus far has not always been
punitive to those few land-owners who have ridden roughshod
over
our
rural
communities. Quite the reverse
of removing the Lairds’ assets,
I can think of one situation
where the Laird was relieved on
a massive liability—now in the
hands of ‘the community’—
whilst retaining for himself the
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only real assets the estate had.
Now, after years of delay, it’s
important we get things right
and the devolution of the Crown
Estate may help create a
greater understanding of land
ownership and use.
Very interestingly, thanks to
inane coverage by the vile
Daily Mail, described by the redoubtable Andy Wightman as
“a dung heap of unadulterated
fabricated crap”, the little
known Sovereign Grant has
raised its head.
This legislation replaced the
Civil List and ensures the
Queen receives from the Treasury the equivalent of 15 per cent
of the Crown Estate’s profits.
That’s a disgusting £36.1million
for this current financial year, increased from the £31million allocated during the previous 12
months which included £1million to cover the extra costs of
the diamond jubilee.

‘Top-sliced’ money

The inaccurate and loaded
story run was that, following
the devolution of The Crown
Estate, the Scottish Government would not pay their share
of the Windsor family’s housekeeping. If only... The money
will be ‘top-sliced’, so sadly no
vote in Holyrood.
We must ensure that all Scotland’s assets are used for all of
Scotland’s citizens. The devolution of The Crown Estate, on
top of the Scottish Government’s on-going consultation
on ‘the future of Land Reform in
Scotland’ plus the Community
Empowerment Bill making its
way through Parliament will all
play their part in democratising
land ownership and use in
Scotland. If the Lairds are looking worried I say good, there’s
more to come!
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£10 NOW!
WORKPLACE

For a Scottish minimum wage to outlaw poverty pay

by Richie Venton, SSP
national workplace organiser

POVERTY SCARS the face of
Scotland. Poverty pay is at the
heart of it. And the only thing more
ugly than the national scandal of a
million Scots struggling to survive
on pitiful incomes is the fact there’s
absolutely no excuse for it.
We live in a fabulously rich
country—officially the 14th richest
economy on the planet. A nation
with a super-abundance of energy
resources; a net food exporter; a
leading centre of life sciences, with
several world class universities;
one of the world’s financial centres; home to many advanced industries—and the priceless asset of
a skilled, educated working class.
Scotland now ‘boasts’ its first
billionaire, but is shamed by
220,000 kids living in poverty, a
thousand food banks issuing handouts to the desperately hungry, and
one in three households shivering
their way through another winter
because of fuel poverty—in a nation that has the potential to become the Saudi Arabia of green
energy production!
On a global scale, a child dies of
poverty every 3 seconds. That’s a
devastating indictment of the system of capitalist economy we live
under. A system where 65 multibillionaires possess more wealth
than half the global population.
A bit closer to home, the capitalist system of markets and profit
means the richest five families in
Britain have more combined
wealth than the poorest 12.4 million people in the UK!
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In the case of Scotland, the richest ten fat-cats have grabbed
£13billion between them, just short
of half the entire annual budget of
the Scottish government.
We live in a brutally class-divided society.
There are several sources of
poverty in Scotland, all of them
easily solved by a government
with the vision, courage and political will to carry through sweeping
change to the ownership of wealth.
Pensioner poverty needs to be
eliminated by a decent level of
state pension, in answer to the
crime of older people being unable
to heat and eat, after a lifetimes’
contribution to society.
Fuel poverty is not for lack of resources; it’s because the Big Six
energy giants that dominate domestic supplies are ripping the
profit out of us, jacking up prices
to feed their greed for profit.

Obscene profit

And the green energy sector is
equally a source of obscene profit
for big landowners granting us a
corner of their landed estates for
a few wind turbines—paid a
fortune through ‘green taxes’ on
our electricity bills.
Public ownership of all forms of
energy, turning our natural resources into a public service, is at
the heart of a solution—alongside
public ownership of the construction industry, investment in free
home insulation and the building
of 100,000 new public sector
homes for rent in the lifetime of a
Scottish parliament, to the highest
environmental standards.
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The Westminster dictatorship
are crucifying people on benefits, with even worse to come
after their announcement of another £25billion cuts over the
next two years. We need a serious, resolute campaign of resistance to this butchery,
demanding a welfare and benefits system that protects people
in need, instead of demonising
the poorest, as part of their divide-and-rule strategy.
But underlying all these sources
of poverty is the biggest of them
all: poverty pay.
An absolute majority of those
below the breadline live in working households. Far from being a
route out of poverty, having a job
nowadays is one of the chief
sources of being poor!
Over one in five workers (22 per
cent) in Scotland earn less than the
so-called Living Wage of £7.85an-hour. That figure rises to 25 per
cent of women, and rockets to 43
per cent of us who work part-time,
and an appalling 72 per cent of
workers aged 18-21.
The wage freeze in the public
sector has meant zero pay increases for millions for several
successive years. With rip-roaring real-life inflation on the daily
essentials of food, fuel, rent and
transport, this means an Ice Age
of pay cuts.
On average, wages have fallen
by £50-a-week for every worker
since 2008, when the bankers were
bailed out from the public purse to
the tune of £1.3trillion. It’s publicly-funded bonuses for the banking executives, pay cuts and job
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losses for the rest of us (including
bank workers!).
Back in the mid-1990s those of
us who later founded the SSP
fought for the introduction of a
statutory national minimum wage
to banish poverty pay. We welcomed its introduction in 1999.
But from day one, the Labour and
subsequent Tory governments
made sure the national minimum
wage was at rock bottom level, and
included an outrageous batch of
exemptions and exclusions. In particular, the lower youth rates have
blighted a generation of workers
seen by employers as a source of
even cheaper labour to boost their
profit margins.

Route to exploitation

Right now the levels of legal
minimum wage are a scandalous
route to exploitation: £6.50 at 21years-old; £5.13 for 18-20-yearolds; £3.79 for workers aged
16-17; and modern slave labour on
£2.73 for Modern Apprentices!
Instead of being the legal minimum, with higher rates for
many workers negotiated by
their trade unions in free collective bargaining, these basement
level wages have increasingly
become the norm.
The biggest concentrations of
poverty pay are retail, hospitality
and care services. So it’s not just
a case of small, backstreet sweatshops ripping profit out of superexploited workers. Huge armies
of low-paid workers are producing £billions in profit for multinational giants—who are aided
and abetted in their exploits by

WORKPLACE

A LIVING WAGE, NOW: the SSP are
demanding £10-an-hour now—not in
2020 or some distant date beyond that

the government’s minimum
wage legislation.
For example, in the pre-Xmas
spending spree, retail workers are
pounded into doing extra shifts—
part-timers on flat money with no
overtime premiums—to feed the
tills of a handful of giant firms.
For instance, Tesco’s are driving
through all manner of cuts to terms
and conditions for their workers,
whilst paying just above the minimum wage, but whinge about
‘only’ enjoying profits of around
£1.4billion this year!
One of several devices used to
maximise profits and minimise
wages is Zero Hours Contracts.
A brutal system of being at the
beck and call of your employer,
unsure of what hours, if any, you
get next week; a recipe for mayhem in daily life. They should be
banned outright—not just
amended or reformed as proposed by Labour in their weasel
words about “ending exploitative
Zero Hours Contracts”. Workers
need guaranteed contracted
hours, part-time or full time, and
a decent hourly rate of pay.
The current minimum wages of
£6.50, £5.13, £3.79 and £2.73 are
a criminal guarantee of poverty
for workers. And although the
much-trumpeted Living Wage of

£7.85 is a very welcome advance
on these paltry incomes for the
hundreds of thousands scraping
by on them, it is not only still inadequately low, but fatally flawed
by one simple fact: the Living
Wage is entirely voluntary and not
legally enforceable.
The Scottish Living Wage Campaign has helped cajole three times
as many employers into becoming
Accredited Living Wage Employers during 2014. But to highlight
the problem of it not being a
legally enforced minimum, that
means it has merely risen from 23
to 60 companies in Scotland paying the Living Wage. Not a single
one of them is in retail, one of the
two big centres of poverty pay.

Living wage

Since our formation in 1998, the
SSP has campaigned for a legally
enforced national minimum wage
for all at 16, calculated on the formula of two-thirds median male
earnings. In today’s figures that is
a minimum wage of about £10-anhour. That is also the figure unanimously agreed at the recent British
Trades Union Congress.
Some might say it’s unrealistic.
But nothing is realistic unless
you’re prepared to fight for it!
And it’s extremely modest com-

pared to the cost of living. It’s
modest compared to the fact that if
even the (paltry) current minimum
wage had kept pace with the rise in
income for directors of the top 100
companies since 1999 it would
now be £18.89-an-hour!
But should it apply to workers
and apprentices from 16 upwards? Yes! When did you last
see special discounts on the price
of clothing, food, footwear or
rents for the 16-21 year olds?!
Abolition of the lower youth rates
is a key part of banishing superexploitation. And of course it
needs to be coupled to a crusade
to unshackle the trade unions, by
repealing all the anti-union laws.
Free collective wage bargaining
by workers’ unions is essential so
that additional skills, responsibilities, anti-social hours of work and
experience can be rewarded.
Right now we have the opposite,
where it is mostly big, profit-hungry companies who are being subsidised by taxpayers to exploit their
workers with poverty pay, through
the likes of Working Tax Credits.
We should turn this situation on its
head, force big companies to dip
into their profits to guarantee a living wage of £10 at least, and help
smaller, socially useful businesses
flourish with decent-paid jobs.
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None of the mainstream political parties are willing to confront
the national crime of poverty pay.
The Tories and Lib Dems are opposed to national guaranteed minimum wages on principle. Labour
is trying to appease the working
class who are deserting their New
Tory agenda by promising an £8an-hour minimum—but try to hide
the fact they only aim at this by
2020, meaning it would barely sustain the current, pathetic £6.50 rate
when you account for inflation.
The SNP say they support the
Living Wage, which is very welcome, but also very limited as it’s
entirely left to the whims and fancies of company bosses rather than
enforceable by law.
And the SNP have belatedly
joined the call by the SSP for minimum wage levels to be devolved
from Westminster to Holyrood—
but in the SNP’s case only so that
its level “will rise by at least inflation”. Based on the bogus official
inflation measures of today, that
implies a pathetic 13 pence an hour
rise on the current ‘adult’ minimum wage of £6.50!

SSP: workers’ party

The SSP is determined to make
this issue the centrepiece of Scottish politics in 2015. We are demanding £10 now—not in 2020
or some distant date beyond that.
The fact the TUC has voted “to
campaign for a £10-per-hour minimum wage for all workers”—
with not a single union delegate
opposing it—adds powerful potential force behind this battle.
The SSP stands up for the
working class. We are Scotland’s
working class party.
Join the SSP in the campaign for
£10 now, to outlaw poverty pay
and Zero Hours Contracts.
We live in a fabulously rich nation, but one scarred by the twins
of poverty and inequality. We need
to organise and demand a massive
redistribution of wealth. The guarantee of secure jobs with at least a
£10 hourly rate is a measure that
would transform the lives of millions currently swimming in a sea
of poverty and insecurity.
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Smith Commission: no more apologies
SANDRA WEBSTER

by Sandra Webster, SSP
national co-spokesperson

THE MORNING after the
night of the referendum,
Cameron left Downing Street to
promise to keep the vow to the
Scottish people but with a caveat.
More powers for Scotland should
mean more powers for England.
Let the buyers beware, we knew
that the Smith Commission was
nothing more than devo max at
its very best. I listened to the live
reporting of the recommendations. It took place in a museum
in Edinburgh. How ironic that it
should have been announced in a
building full of old fossils.
The five parties who have been
part of the commission were allowed to speak for a couple of
minutes on their part in the talks.
Remember how the media had
pushed this, saying that the discussion had not finished until
7pm the previous evening. The
Unionist parties were of course
delighted keen to emphasise that
“home rule” had been delivered.

Grant decreased

Ruth Davidson said: “The
pocket money parliament is finally going to have to look taxpayers in the eye.”
What this really means is our
block grant from Westminster
will be decreased. We in Scotland
spend more on public spending

able for their actions by the Scottish people. I agree with her and
also think that the Smith Commission, rather than destroying
the hope of independence, has
left us all wanting more.
Some may be saying that we
shouldn’t keep alive the prospect
of hope for another referendum in
our own lifetime but we as a
country have grown up during the
referendum. We are no longer
prepared to accept that what is
given to us and that is a good
thing. We can see beyond the
findings of this Commission. The
Smith Commission sought its
findings by talks with five political parties but we know there are
many other folk out there to discuss our future with.

SMITH COMMISSION:
sought its findings by talks
with five political parties
but we know there are
many other folk out there
to discuss our future with

per capita than the UK who have
just this week announced they
will be cutting public spending to
rates not seen since the 1930s but
this is the deal we have agreed
too. Those who spoke for us did
anyway.
There are some positives—16
and 17-year-olds will get the vote
in Scottish elections. Some benefits relating to people with disabilities and those who care for
them will be devolved. Scotland
will still have control over easing
the aftermath of government policies such as the Bedroom Tax.
Fracking licences will be a
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matter for the Scottish Government. Also, of course, we have
control over road signs—I hope
we use them wisely. The tax-raising powers we have been given
do not mean additional money in
our purse since it will be taken off
the block grant.
When listening to the Smith
Commission I was struck by the
words of Maggie Chapman, a
politician I have respect for.
Given though that each party
only had a few minutes to speak,
she used the word “collaborate”
and that every party on the Commission would be held account-

Responsibility

Many have been awakened by
the referendum and will not be
silent again—they want to be part
of a discussion, not follow orders
barked from a Westminster government.
The SSP have a responsibility
to ensure more voices are heard
and continue to campaign for our
vision of an independent socialist
Scotland—anything else is not
good enough.
What difference does this talking behind closed doors make?
We are on the side of those who
need a more equal Scotland, not
just one that is invented for us.
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by a PCS representative

THE REVELATIONS on 13

November of a union-busting
plot at the heart of HMRC
should come as no surprise to
all socialists and students of
trade union history.
The Public and Commercial
Services Union (PCS) has been
fighting job cuts and office closures on a massive scale for
years in the tax office but it the
employer now has another target in its sights—the union itself.
HMRC Deputy Director
Jonathan Donovan’s leaked
paper, ‘Update for ExCom on
Employee and Industrial Relations’ includes all of the elements of Thatcher’s attack on
the miners.
Just as the miners opposed
the destruction of their industry,
the paper recognises that PCS’s
‘Jobs and Staffing’ campaign
seeks the “reversal of mass job
cuts and abandonment of
HMRC’s published staffing reductions”. It goes on to state that
“there is no prospect of a negotiated end to this dispute”.

Union ‘targets’

The ExCom paper advocates
a “further reduction of facility
time from key PCS office holders” and the “isolation of PCS’s
leadership from all but statutorily
required discussion with HMRC”
in order to “target those responsible for leading union members
into a series of disputes…and
permanently reducing the influence of union leaders”.
It is of course not a new tactic for employers to target
unions in this manner. Back in
1983, Thatcher, fresh from winning her second General Election, approached her Energy
Secretary with the immortal
words: “We are going to have a
miners strike.”
Still burdened by the bitter
memories of serving in a government brought to its knees by
the National Union of Mineworkers in the previous decade and
being forced into a tactical re-

TAX OFFICE SPENDS PUBLIC
MONEY ON UNION-BUSTING
WORKPLACE

SCANDAL: the ExCom paper advocates the “isolation of PCS’s
leadership from all but statutorily required discussion with HMRC...”

treat by the same union during
her first term, she recognised
the class enemy and ruthlessly
embarked upon a strategy of
union-busting.
The industrial carnage of the
pit closures was a secondary
objective to the primary goal of
destroying the most effective,
militant group of workers in the
country as a means of achieving her vision of a laissez-faire
society where the rich would be
free to trample on the poor.
Economically viable pits were
announced for closure with no
consultation; new anti-trade
union laws were rushed in; ancient sequestration laws were
utilised in order to target the
NUM’s finances; union leaders
were targeted and demonised;
a scab union, the Union of Democratic Mineworkers (UDM) was
conceived and promoted to undermine the collective power of
the miners and the media was
utilised to portray those fighting
to protect their industry and their
livelihoods as being backwardlooking relics of a bygone age.
Just as the UDM appeared at
the height of the Great Strike,
the manufactured staff association ‘Revenue and Customs
Trade Union’ has the full backing of HMRC who are using it to

“encourage HMRC employees
away from PCS representation,
including but not limited to other
workable alliances and potentially establishment of direct
consultative employee forum
arrangements starting in those
areas where PCS membership
density is low”.
And just as anti-trade union
laws and sequestration were
used to strangle the NUM’s finances, HMRC also wrote to
PCS on 11 November to commence a one month consultation after which HMRC would
serve notice to “withdraw from
the existing check-off arrangement”, the method whereby
PCS pays HMRC to deduct
union subscriptions automatically from wages and pass on
the money to PCS.
Apart from her “catastrophic
leadership failure”, according to
her peers on the House of
Commons Home Affairs Select
Committee, HMRC CEO Linn
Homer’s previous tenure, on
The UK Border Force was
marked by a prolonged and bitter standoff with PCS.
After unfairly distributing the
pittance of a pay rise to reward
higher earners at the expense of
the lower paid, her cabal went
about a campaign of dirty tricks,
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involving the promotion of the
hated scab Immigration Services
Union, anti-PCS propaganda
and the victimisation of PCS
reps which culminated in the
sacking of six GEC members including the group president.
Just as with the miners, make
no mistake, PCS is being targeted because, to quote
Homer’s pawn Donovan, the
union is an ‘intractable problem’.
At a time when the legally
recognised,
democratically
elected, independent trade
union is being victimised and
the department struggles to pursue big business tax avoiders, it
is nothing short of a national
scandal that HMRC should very
openly indulge in union busting
using taxpayers money.

Emergency meetings

Union branches have been
holding emergency car park
meetings and letters have been
sent to every member in the
group making clear the tactics
the employer has stooped to.
Motions pledging support for
the union, denouncing the
union-busting of HMRC and reinstating the overtime ban have
been carried unanimously.
In the leaked paper, HMRC
recognise the weakness of their
approach, which “does not end
the current dispute, [is] high risk,
cannot be delivered subtly, will
be opposed, and is likely to be
seen as political”.
Crucially, it has the “potential
to embolden support for PCS
and therefore [could be] counterproductive”.
All socialists and trade unionists should help make sure that
those fears are realised.
• Please email messages of
support and practical solidarity
to: r&cgroup@pcs.org.uk
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SOCIALIST CUBA DOING THE
HEAVY LIFTING IN EBOLA CRISIS

INTERNATIONAL

by Bill Bonnar

WHILE THE world rallies to

support the countries suffering
the from the Ebola epidemic
and Lord Bob Geldof and his
tax dodging, self publicising
friends plug the latest Band Aid
single, one country has intervened quietly and effectively to
deliver significant aid to stricken
countries.
Cuba has airlifted an army of
doctors and nurses with extensive supplies to West Africa on
a scale that would shame many
richer countries. Those familiar
with Cuban actions in dealing
with these types of emergencies will not be surprised.
Cuba has a fine track record
with such interventions which
they see as international solidarity in action. Other interventions in recent years have
included the appalling floods
which engulfed large areas of
Pakistan killing upwards of
70,000 people.
This action encouraged the
Pakistan Government to establish diplomatic relations with
Cuba in the teeth of US opposition. More recently the devastation earthquake in Haiti
produced an even larger
Cuban response although this
was thwarted by an America
blockade which physically prevented personnel and supplies
reaching the Haitian people.

Recognition

Cuban support for the people
of West Africa is gaining growing recognition. According to
the World Health Organisation:
“Cuba is now the biggest single provider of health care
workers to the Ebola crisis in
West Africa. More than the Red
Cross or richer nations. They
have provided more human resources than many NGOs put
together.”
Even US Secretary of State,
John Kerry, in a rare moment of
candour admitted:
“Cuba is an example of a
small nation which sent more
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CUBA: the socialist
country has airlifted an
army of doctors and
nurses with extensive
supplies to West Africa

than many richer nations.”
The practice of sending medical aid abroad, mainly to Latin
America and Africa, dates from
the earliest days of the revolution and has always been seem
as support for anti-colonial
struggles. It began in 1963
when Cuba sent a medical mission to Algeria after the collapse
of the country’s medical system
when the French colonialists
withdrew.
Currently it is estimated that
42,000 Cuban doctors, nurses
and dentists are delivering
services in 103 countries; that
is more medical personnel than
provided by all the G8 countries
combined.
In many cases the personnel
are provide free but in more recent times they have formed
part of wider agreements. Cuba
has an agreement with the
Venezuelan government which
has involved more than 30,000
Cuban medical personnel providing health care in Venezuela
in exchange for around
100,000 barrels of oil per day.
Venezuela also ‘buys’ Cuban
health care provision for other
Latin American countries as an
part and parcel of its own international aid programme.
John Kerry’s recent com-
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ments aside the US response
to Cuban medical solidarity has
been overwhelmingly hostile.
Branding it ‘soft propaganda’
they have done much to disrupt
the various programmes.
This has included an active
campaign to encourage Cuban
doctors working abroad to defect with promises of fast tracking them through the US
immigration system and into lucrative jobs. In Haiti, as stated
earlier they imposed a blockade around the island to stop
medical supplies and health
care workers from landing.
International solidarity has always been central to the Cuban
revolution. The country has a
proud track record in providing
military, economic and diplomatic support to those countries and movements struggling
against colonialism and imperialism. Perhaps the best example involved Angola. When the
MPLA came to power in 1975
after years of struggle against
Portuguese colonialism the
country faced a two pronged attack from the forces of imperialism. In the North the Zairian
army invaded in support of the
NFLA; a stooge organisation
set up by the CIA.
At the same time South
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African forces invaded from the
south. Facing a desperate situation the legitimate government
of Angola requested Cuban aid.
The response from Havana
was to airlift thousands of
Cuban troops who formed the
front line routing both the NFLA
and the South African army.
Nelson Mandela commented
that the sight of the mostly white
and hitherto invincible South
African army fleeing from the
largely black Angolan/Cuban
army was the decisive turning
point in the struggle against
apartheid.
Cuba is a living example of
the idea that the national struggle for socialism cannot be separated from the international
struggle; they go hand in hand.
At the same time Cuba itself is
in need of solidarity. The American blockade, which has had a
crippling effect of the people
and economy of the island as
ruthless now as it ever was.

Total support

The overthrow of the Cuban
revolution and the return of the
country to the status of an American colony remains a key
strategic objective for Washington. The Miami Five, high profile
Cuban political prisoners sentenced to life sentences in US
prisons for trying to defend their
country from terrorist attacks, remains an international scandal.
The Scottish Socialist Party’s
support for the Cuban Revolution is total. It found expression
in a large SSP delegation which
visited the country in 2009 at the
invite of the Cuban Government
to mark the 50th anniversary of
the revolution. It finds expression in our support for Cuba
Solidarity events held regularly
in Scotland and will continue to
find expression in the years to
come. Venceremos!

by Eurig Scandrett,
UCU Scotland and
Scottish Friends of Bhopal

THIRTY YEARS ago, the
world’s worst corporate crime
happened in Bhopal in central
India. An insecticide factory
owned by American multinational
Union Carbide Corporation, released toxic methyl isocyanate
gas into the local neighbourhoods,
killing thousands. To mark the
30th anniversary, a group of trade
union activists from Scotland
travelled to Bhopal to join the
commemorations and angry
protests by the survivors.
The delegates from Unison,
Unite the Union, CWU, Community, UCU and NUJ, as well
as Edinburgh TUC and the Hazards Campaign, participated in
marches, rallies, candlelit vigils
and torchlit processions through
the streets of Bhopal. Giant effigies of the logos of Union
Carbide and Dow Chemical
(which now owns Union Carbide) were burned outside the
gates of the factory.
A museum was opened commemorating the disaster, and the
30 years of struggle by the survivors’ movement for justice.
They visited the Sambhavna Trust
clinic and Chingari Trust rehabilitation centre, independent grassroots initiatives funded by
donations, mostly from Britain.

Struggle for justice

The delegation has its origins
in a visit by two survivors to
Scotland in 2012. Balkrishna
Namdeo of the Gas-affected Pensioners’ Front, and second generation survivor, 19 year old
Safreen Khan, from Children
Against Dow/Carbide, met with
representatives from the Scottish
TUC and inspired solidarity action. The STUC disabled workers’ and black workers’
conferences both passed resolutions in solidarity with the
Bhopalis struggle for justice.
Union Carbide came to Bhopal
to benefit from the profits generated by the ‘green revolution’.

Scottish trade unions’
Bhopal solidarity visit
INTERNATIONAL

SOLIDARITY: Stationery Workers' Union
leader Rashida Bee with Alan Coombs,
vice president of Community, and
Robert Mooney, Chair of STUC disabled
workers committee
PHOTO: Eurig Scandrett

Western companies introduced
high-yielding crops, which were
dependent on agricultural chemicals such as the insecticide Sevin.
As the profits started to fall,
Union Carbide cut corners on
safety at the plant, which led to
the disaster. The trade union at the
plant raised concerns with their
management in India and directors in the USA but were ignored
and rewarded with union activists
being sacked. Instead the company blamed workers for the disaster—without any evidence.
Trade unions have played an
important role in the struggle for
justice. The Scottish delegation
met with Rasheeda Bee and
Champa Devi Shukla, two union
leaders from the Bhopal Gas
Peedit Mahila Stationery Sangh
(union of gas affected women stationery workers). After leaving
Bhopal, the delegation travelled to
Mumbai and Delhi to meet union
activists with whom they found
much in common. It is clear that,
although the level of poverty and
exploitation is more severe in
India, the same issues are faced by
unions everywhere: cuts, privatisation, casualisation, outsourcing
and attacks on workers health and
safety and the right to organise. As

the t-shirt slogan puts it: ‘We all
live in Bhopal.’
Scott Donohoe, Unison Scotland’s Health and Safety convenor and Chair of Scottish
Hazards Campaign said: “this has
been a life-changing experience.
The people have been so welcoming and their struggle inspires us
all. Back home in Scotland we’ll
all be sharing our experiences
with our branches and regions.”
Scotland has a long history of
solidarity with Bhopal. In the
months following the disaster,
campaigners in the town of Livingston successfully stopped the
development of a facility by
Union Carbide. Dow’s sponsorship of the London Olympics was
put under considerable pressure by
British activists, and campaigners
in Scotland successfully called for
Dow not to be selected from a list
of potential sponsors for Glasgow’s Commonwealth Games
earlier this year. After years of
campaigning, Dow is in the
process of shutting down its only
remaining facility, in Grangemouth, and the delegates believe
that Scotland should remain Dowfree. Recently elected Indian
prime minister Narendra Modi
from the right wing BJP party, is
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embarking on a ‘make in India’
project to entice corporations to invest in India by relaxing labour,
environmental and taxation regulations and breaking trade union
organising. Such conditions are
similar to thirty years ago, which
led to the corner-cutting and safety
breaches at Union Carbide.
Activists in Bhopal welcomed
the delegation and made clear that
they were continuing to fight for
justice. Union Carbide attempted
to avoid criminal liability through
a paltry $470million ‘settlement’
with the Indian Government in
1989, based on ‘back-of-envelope’ calculations of who was affected. This was rejected on
appeal by the Indian Supreme
Court, criminal prosecutions are
continuing and the compensation
case has been re-opened with a
‘curative petition’.

Evaded justice

Union Carbide was absorbed by
Dow Chemical in 2001, which has
evaded justice ever since, refusing
to appear in court despite a summons being issued. The CEO of
Union Carbide in 1984, Warren
Anderson, was subject to an extradition warrant, which was never
enacted by the US government.
Anderson died unpunished in the
USA this year at the age of 92.
The survivors’ movement continues to press for justice from
Dow, including for compensation
based on accurate figures of those
affected and to clean up the contaminated factory site from which
toxins are washed into the drinking water of the local communities. Survivors also demand
punitive criminal damages against
Dow, in order to send a message
to corporations coming to India
that they will not be allowed to get
away with murder.
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TRIDENT MOVES
CENTRE STAGE
Printed by Forward Graphics, Elderpark Workspace, 100 Elderpark Street, Glasgow G51 3TR

by David McKenzie,
Scrap Trident Coalition

IN THE early days of the Yes
campaign, I recall having sometimes to argue for a place for UK
nukes within the list of critical issues. This changed as time went
on and Trident moved almost to
centre stage. This should not be
surprising. On the one hand, it is
a concrete reality. From my window I can see the ICBM subs
going up and down the Clyde estuary, carrying their foul cargo in
the middle of ordinary water traffic. But it is also a powerful and
indicative symbol of the Neighbourhood-Watch-Gone-Mad philosophy to which the British state
is clinging ever more desperately.
Many more people appear to
have got the point that the question of the UK’s nukes is not capable of isolation from the whole

fabric of concern about social justice, care for the planet and
human solidarity across the globe.
As late as 17 September, there
was an obvious and marked route,
albeit across difficult terrain, on
the road map to nuclear disarmament. An independent Scotland
could have led to the abandonment of Trident across the whole
UK with the possibility of kicking
off a benign domino event worldwide. However, after the dejection of 19 September, the new
vista is by no means as bleak as
we might have predicted.
Underlying the new hope is of
course the remarkable vitality
and breadth of the Lets-make-itdifferent-in-Scotland movement
post-referendum. That movement
needs to work at being inclusive
but it does provide in many
places a significant focus on the
major unaddressed issues, includ-
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ing Trident. In that mix there is a
realisation that intractable things
can, after all, be changed. There
is the tantalising possibility that
the UK’s nukes could be a red
line for inter-party collaboration
at Westminster after the general
election in May next year.
There are also other pressures
on Westminster around nuclear
weapons. The recent Vienna conference on the humanitarian effects of nuclear weapons is
evidence of the strengthening
will of non-nuke nations to push
the disarmament agenda forward.
And among the UK establishment and its military elites there
is considerable, though publicly
muted, opposition to Trident renewal. All that bolsters the insane
stance of the three major UK parties is terror of the right wing
press and the mythical correlation
between the possession of nukes
and status at the top table.
All these doors are there to be
pushed, though there are tactical
and strategic questions about
where and how that effort might
best be applied, especially since
the political situation is currently
very fluid. At the same time there

are
three
obvious
and immediate tasks for
the peace movement in Scotland. There has to be
a countrywide call for people not
to vote for a pro-Trident or proausterity party, including helping
voters recognise that a vote for a
Labour candidate who happens
to be against Trident replacement
is wasted.
Peace movement folk must
also be ready to share their
knowledge and understanding of
Britain’s nuclear weapons, of the
UK’s cynical disregard for the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the ongoing work and expense already
committed to replacement before
a parliamentary decision, the routine passage of nuclear weapon
convoys on public roads, etc.
Most of all, we cannot leave
this matter in the hands of leading
politicians and government figures, however welcome their
stated and re-stated opposition to
Trident is. When the inevitable
temptation to fudge and prevaricate comes around they need to
know the weight of expectation
that is behind them.
The demonstration at Faslane
on St. Andrews Day, which was
bigger than any seen there in
decades, carried that clear message. The broad-based Scrap Trident Coalition is now planning
two further events for the spring,
a demonstration in Glasgow on
28 March and a peaceful blockade of Faslane on 13 April. If you
can, please play a part.
• See scraptrident.org

